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Accelerating parabolic beams
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We demonstrate the existence of accelerating parabolic beams that constitute, together with the Airy beams,
the only orthogonal and complete families of solutions of the two-dimensional paraxial wave equation that
exhibit the unusual ability to remain diffraction-free and freely accelerate during propagation. Since the
accelerating parabolic beams, like the Airy beams, carry infinite energy, we present exact finite-energy
accelerating parabolic beams that still retain their unusual features over several diffraction lengths.
© 2008 Optical Society of America
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Recently Siviloglou et al. [1–3] called the attention of
the optics community by demostrating the existence
of the accelerating Airy beams. These beams are
finite-energy solutions of the paraxial wave equation
that have the unusual ability to remain diffraction
free while having a quadratic transverse shift during
propagation over long distances. The pure Airy
beams are perfectly diffractionless and have a qua-
dratic transverse shift during propagation but cannot
be physically realizable, because they have infinite
energy. However, the Airy beams have finite energy
and retain these unusual properties over long
distances.

In this Letter, we introduce the accelerating para-
bolic beams and prove that they are, together with
the two-dimensional Airy beams, the only orthogonal
and complete family of explicit solutions of the two-
dimensional paraxial wave equation that remain dif-
fraction free and freely accelerate during propaga-
tion. We also introduce a finite-energy version of the
accelerating parabolic beams that can be physically
realizable and exhibit the unusual properties of the
ideal accelerating parabolic beams over a finite
propagation distance.

We begin our analysis by considering the normal-
ized paraxial wave equation �2�+ i�s�=0, where �2

=�uu+�vv, �u ,v�= �x ,y� /� represents the dimension-
less transverse coordinates, � is an arbitrary trans-
verse scale, s=z /2k�2 is the normalized propagation
distance, and k is the wave number.

We know that the desired properties of the beam,
that is, to remain diffraction free and to exhibit a
transverse translation during propagation, can be
expressed by

���u,v,s�� = ���u + ��s�,v,0��, �1�

where ��s� is a now-unknown function of s that de-
scribes the transverse translation of the beam during
propagation. The propagation of the beam ��u ,v ,s� is
formally given by

��u,v,s� = e−isp2
��u,v,0�, �2�

where p2=−�2.
For the one-dimensional case, in [4], Unnikrishnan

et al. found that, if and only if ��s�=−s2, there is a

unique decomposition of the evolution operator that
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achieves the desired conditions. Generalizing this
work to the two-dimensional case, we find that the
unique decomposition of the evolution operator is

e−isp2
= e−i2s3/3eisue−is2pue−isĤ, �3�

where

Ĥ = − ��u
2 + �v

2� + u, �4�

and we have ignored any possible trivial rescaling
and translation. From this unique decomposition we
can see that the diffraction free and accelerating con-
ditions given by Eq. (1) are satisfied if and only if
F�u ,v�=��u ,v ,0� is a solution of

ĤF�u,v� = �F�u,v�, �5�

and ��s�=−s2. Therefore, there exists a one-to-one
mapping between accelerating solutions of the
paraxial wave equation and solutions of the two-
dimensional lineal potential Schrödinger equation
Eq. (5). This is important, because if we find all the
solutions to the lineal potential Schrödinger equation
we can find all the possible accelerating beams.

The two-dimensional lineal potential Schrödinger
equation Eq. (5) is separable in an orthogonal coordi-
nate system �� ,�� with metric g if u�� ,����g� can be
expressed as f���+h��� for some functions f and h;
only the Cartesian and parabolic coordinate systems
are known to have this property [5]. The separation
in Cartesian coordinates corresponds to the two-
dimensional accelerating Airy beams [6] or a tensor
product between an Airy beam in one coordinate and
a plane wave in the other. To find solutions to ĤF
=�F, notice that its solutions with eigenvalue � are
given by F0�u−� ,v� where F0�u ,v� is the �=0 solu-
tion. Because Ĥ is a Hermitian operator, its eigenval-
ues � are real, i.e., ��R and its eigensolutions are or-
thogonal. Using the parabolic coordinates, which are
defined by the transformation �u ,v�= ��2 /2−�2 /2 ,���
where �� �−� ,��, �� �0,��, F0�� ,��=N���X���; Eq.

(5) with �=0 separates into
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�− ���/2 + �4/4�N��� = EN���, �6a�

����/2 + �4/4�X��� = EX���. �6b�

Equation (6a) corresponds to the quartic oscillator
equation [7], i.e., the one-dimensional Schrödinger
equation with potential V���=�4 /4 and m=�=1.
Square integrable eigensolutions of Eq. (6a), which
we will denote by 	n���, have discrete eigenvalues
En
0, n=0,1,2, . . ., with multiplicity one, are or-
thogonal, and have n zeros. Because the quartic po-
tential is parity invariant, the eigensolutions will
have definite parity given by the parity of n. Notice
that one can derive Eq. (6b) from Eq. (6a) by writing
i� for �, and vice versa. Therefore solutions to
Eq. (6b) can be obtained by analytic continuation of
the solutions of the quartic oscillator.

Finally, by collecting the partial results and rear-
ranging terms, the accelerating parabolic beams are
given by

�n�u,v,s,�� = eis��2−�2�/2+is3/3�n����n�i��, �7�

where �u−�−s2 ,v�= ��2 /2−�2 /2 ,���, n=0,1,2, . . .,
and ��R. Equation (7) is an exact solution of the
paraxial wave equation that exhibits the unusual
feature of remaining diffraction free and freely accel-
erates during propagation, and it represents the first
important result of this Letter.

Several transverse field distributions of the low-
order accelerating parabolic beams with �=0 at s=0
are shown in Fig. 1. Accelerating parabolic beams
with ��0 correspond to translations in the u axis of
the �=0 beams. The beams have a definite parity re-
spect to the v axis, which is given by the parity of n.
It is easy to observe the intrinsic parabolic geometry
of the beams, i.e., all nodal lines are horizontal pa-
rabolas that open to the left or right. The order n of
the beams corresponds to the number of left horizon-
tal parabolic nodal lines, and the width of the beam
in the v axis increases as n increases.

The diffraction-free and freely accelerating proper-
ties of the parabolic beams are shown in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(c)–2(e) for the zero-order beam; the high-order
beams exhibit the same behavior. Notice that upon

Fig. 1. (Color online) Transverse amplitude distributions

of some accelerating parabolic beams with �=0 at s=0.
propagation the transverse field distribution trans-
lates in the u axis without diffracting [Figs. 2(c)–2(e)]
and that this translation is given by s2, i.e., the beam
has a ballistic lateral shift [Fig. 2(a)].

Because the map between solutions of Eq. (5) and
the accelerating solutions is given by the unitary evo-
lution operator, the orthogonality properties of the
former solutions will be mapped to the latter. There-
fore, the accelerating parabolic beams satisfy the
following orthogonality condition:

� �
−�

+�

�n�u,v,s,���m�u,v,s,��dudv  �nm��� − ��.

The accelerating parabolic beams have infinite ex-
tent and carry infinite energy owing to the
asymptotic behavior of 	n�i���sin��2�3 /6+� /6� /� as
�→�; therefore, they are not physically realizable.
Their infinite oscillating tail that extends in the
negative u axis can be appreciated in Figs. 1 and
2(c)–2(e).

The construction of finite-energy solutions is
straightforward if we use the symmetries of the
paraxial wave equation. The paraxial wave equation
is invariant under time and space translations;
physically, this means that it is invariant on the po-
sition of the origin of our coordinate system. How-
ever, mathematically these translations are not re-
stricted to be real and can be complex. Therefore, if
we change s→s− ia and u→u−a2 in Eq. (7) we get a
solution of the paraxial wave equation with a profile
at the input plane �s=0� given by

�n�u,v,0,��  eau�n����n�i��, �8�

where �u−� ,v�= ��2 /2−�2 /2 ,���. If we chose Re�a�

0 the exponential function will ensure the contain-
ment of the infinite tail of the accelerating parabolic
beam. Then the finite-energy accelerating parabolic
beams are given by

�n�u,v,s,�� = ei�s−ia���2−�2�/2ei�s − ia�3/3�n����n�i��,

�9�

where

�u − �� + a2� − �s − ia�2,v� = ��2/2 − �2/2,���. �10�

Equation (9) is an exact solution of the paraxial wave
equation with finite energy that retains the
diffraction-free and transverse acceleration features
over several diffraction lengths, and it represents the
second important result of this Letter.

It is important to note that because the factor
��+a2�+ �s− ia�2 in the left-hand side of Eq. (10) is
complex, the parabolic coordinates ��s� and ��s� now
take values in the complex plane. This means that
the initial field distribution at s=0 changes shape
(i.e., diffracts) as it propagates, because the functions
	n are now evaluated in different complex values at
each transverse plane. To have a quasi-diffractive be-
havior we want to avoid this as much as possible;

therefore, the finite accelerating parabolic beams
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have a quasi-diffractive behavior if a�1. Notice that
when a=0 we recover the ideal diffraction-free accel-
erating parabolic beams.

Figures 2(b) and 2(f)–2(h) show the propagation dy-
namics of the zero-order finite accelerating parabolic
beam with a=0.05. The high-order finite beams with
the same parameters exhibit a similar behaivor. As
clearly seen, for a�1 the beam still displays all the
interesting characteristics of the ideal accelerating
parabolic beam. During propagation, it remains
quasi-invariant for s�3. More importantly, in spite
of the exponential truncation, the finite accelerating
parabolic beams still exhibit a quadratic lateral shift.
However the expected value of u (i.e., the centroid of
the beam), �u�s�	=

u��n�2dudv /

��n�2dudv, of a
finite-energy accelerating parabolic beam can be de-
fined, and it is given by

�u�s�	 = �u�0�	 + 2Im�a�s,

where �u�0�	 is the centroid at s=0, and �v�s�	=0 by
parity. Therefore, as for the finite-energy Airy beam
[3,8,9], the propagation of the accelerating parabolic

Fig. 3. Amplitude (upper row) and phase (bottom row) of
the Fourier spectrum of several accelerating parabolic
beams with �=0.

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a), (b) Propagation dynamics and
planes of the zero-order diffraction-free accelerating parab
beam �a=0.05�, respectively.
beam’s centroid follows exactly the expected geo-
metrical path. Also, the accelerating parabolic beams
follow the same transformation laws as the Airy
beams while propagating through ABCD optical
systems [9].

The Fourier spectrum of the finite-energy acceler-
ating parabolic beams at the plane z=0 [Eq. (8)] is
given by

F��n�����ku,kv�  inei�ku+ia��kv
2−��ei�ku + ia�3/3	n��2kv�,

and it is depicted in Fig. 3. In [10] accelerating para-
bolic beams were generated experimentaly by encod-
ing the amplitude and phase of its Fourier spectrum
onto a liquid-crystal display.
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